S M F N A Invites Members, Guests
AND Area Firefighters

When: Monday 11 June 2012 19:00
Where: Barrington, NH Fire Station (or adjacent location if the crowd is large)
What: SMFNA Quarterly Meeting with Special Guest Speaker

The Featured Presenter – Operations Deputy Chief John F. Sullivan
Worcester Fire Department

Chief Sullivan has had an extensive career with the WFD. He began as a firefighter and worked his way up to be the Lieutenant on Engine 3 where he gained experience as a company officer, and Captain in Training and later on Engine 10. This led to his promotion to District Chief, commanding the North division, before he was promoted to Deputy Chief. His extensive command experience, including the events of December 3, 1999 on Engine 3, provide a unique perspective on the needs of command and control in the Northeast.

Chief Sullivan will provide an overview of the WFD and provide a synopsis of lessons learned on December 3, 1999. From this point he will review the advances in command practices and using examples, how they have affected strategy and task assignments to provide a safer and more efficient operational environment. These include procedural and technological advances as well as a glimpse into the future.

He is an excellent speaker and we think you will find this an enjoyable presentation.

Questions will be entertained following the presentation.

Area department members are invited to attend this presentation and also meet SMFNA members, and learn about SMFNA.

If you plan to attend PLEASE RSVP to: secretary@smfna.org no later than June 2, as we must plan for the anticipated attendance.

There will be drinks and light snacks.

A short SMFNA business meeting will follow the presentation.